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CARTER BANDSAW BLADES GETTING RAVE REVIEWS

Grand Rapids MI • As the industry leader in products to enhance the productivity of bandsaws, for both

the professional and hobbyist markets, Carter Products is constantly looking for ways to improve their

product line.

Now, they are pleased to introduce AccuRightTM Bandsaw Blades. This new line is the first to meet the

demanding specifications that Carter Products established for a blade with their name on it. AccuRight

blades set new standards for durability; smooth, straight cuts; and the ability to shape precise contours.

“We have a well-established track record for products that are not just ‘me-too,’ but truly add to the

precision and productivity of our customers’ saws,” said Peter Perez, President of Carter Products.

“AccuRight blades will cut longer and more accurately than the industry standard – at very reasonable

price points.”

Customer comments:

“Wow! It is the smoothest running blade imaginable: absolutely quiet with no run-put, neither side to
side, nor front to back. There’s no comparing it to other blades….Thanks for making a truly precision
bandsaw blade. Thanks for doing it RIGHT! “
Ray
Buffalo Fine Woodworking, San Francisco, CA

“Carter Accuright Bandsaw Blades are the best I have ever used, they cut straight and accurate every
time.”

Larry
Mason, MI

“I recently bought some of your blades at a recent woodworking show and I have been extremely
pleased with them! My saw is now a joy to use!”

Larry
Baltimore, MD
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AccuRight blades will cut a wide range of hardwoods and softwoods. They feature a hard-flex back

design and will fit almost all bandsaws on the market today. They are available in standard lengths

from 72”-136” and widths from 1/8”-1 1/4”. Custom lengths are available.

Carter Products has been a leading supplier of productivity-enhancing products since 1929. Their

range of band saw accessories now includes; guides kits, Stabilizers®, the new ETGTM Electronic

Tension Gauge, the Quick ReleaseTM, blade tension release, Carter Ultra BlueTM bandsaw tires, Cobra

CoilTM springs, and the new Clean SweepTM particle brush. They also represent the broadest range of

line lasers and 2-D laser projection systems in the industry. The innovative Carter Flip-Pod® vacuum

part holddown system for CNC manufacturing, precision calibration instruments for widebelt sanding

applications, and many other products are also vital parts of the Carter line.

For more information contact: Carter Products Company, Inc., 2871 Northridge Dr. NW, Grand Rapids,

MI 49544. Toll-Free: 888-622- 7837 • Phone: 616-647-3380 • Fax: 616-647-3387.

Web: www.carterproducts.com.

New AccuRight Bandsaw Blades are a natural addition to the line of bandsaw enhancement

products from Carter Products.


